
 

 

When it comes to quality, value, and tradition, nothing compares to the simple goodness of 
Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes. Under the shadow of Mount Vesuvius,  
Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® tomatoes are grown in the southern regions of Italy, including  Campania, 
recognized throughout the world as The Italian Tomato Heartland.  

Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® features an elongated, full-bodied Italian tomato that is vine ripened to  
maturity. The sweet flavor and deep red color of Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes are a 
product of the rich volcanic soil and ideal growing seasons of the region. Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® 
Italian Tomatoes are sweeter, have a meatier pulp, are less acidic, and have fewer seeds than your average 
plum variety.

During harvest, Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes transport from field to factory within  hours. 
The skins of these magnificent fruit are removed using a pneumatic steam peeler, and packed fresh  in their 
own puree without the addition of preservatives, like calcium chloride or citric acid. This artisan  production 
process ensures discerning customers receive only the freshest and cleanest tomatoes. This unique 
combination of quality and flavor cannot be duplicated in any other region of the world. 

Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes are as close to the earth as you can be without getting your 
hands dirty.  

Taste the Carmelina Difference. Healthy. Simple. Good. Buon Appetito!

Original Product of Italy



CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®   ITALIAN CHOPPED TOMATOES IN PUREE 
PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE, AND 12/28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
One of our most versatile and time saving products, ripe San Marzano tomatoes are coarsely 
chopped and packed in their own puree. A perfect time saving ingredient when preparing 
eggplant parmesan, salsa, or tossed with your favorite pasta.

PRODUCED IN ITALY BY:

SUPC 5191945
10014

SUPC 9280330
10013

SUPC 0071944
37079

SUPC 5191986
30014

SUPC 9280371
30011

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ITALIAN WHOLE PEELED TOMATOES IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE, AND 12/28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
This is Carmelina ‘e...San Marzano® in her most natural state – pomodoro perfection! Full-bodied, 
silky red San Marzano tomatoes are steam peeled and packed in their own succulent puree. Sauté 
these tomatoes with a little olive oil, garlic, and salt and pepper, garnish with parmesan and fresh 
basil for an easy, mouthwatering pomodoro sauce in minutes. Also great for soups, sauces and 
stews.

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ITALIAN CRUSHED TOMATOES IN HEAVY PUREE
PACK SIZE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE
Our crushed tomatoes are blended with their seeds and skins, and feature a smaller, finer particulate 
than chopped tomatoes with a thicker puree. They also have the same natural Carmelina ‘e...San 
Marzano® tomato flavor without added preservatives or salt. Mix 1/2 and 1/2 with our whole peeled 
tomatoes for that perfect pizza sauce.

100% ORGANIC ITALIAN

SUPC 1975170
30091

SUPC 7167930
37094

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ORGANIC ITALIAN WHOLE PEELED TOMATOES IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE:  12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
Packed with flavor this is Carmelina in her most natural state – Pomodoro Perfection – and 100% USDA Certified 
Organic!  Full-bodied, silky red San Marzano tomatoes, steam peeled and packed in their own succulent puree. 
Sauté these tomatoes with a little olive oil, garlic, and salt and pepper to taste, garnish with parmesan and fresh 
basil, and you’ll have an easy, mouthwatering tomato sauce in minutes. Also great for soups, sauces and stews.

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ORGANIC ITALIAN CRUSHED TOMATOES IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE:  12/28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
Our Organic Italian Crushed Tomatoes feature a smaller, finer particulate than our Organic Italian Chopped 
Tomatoes, and are packed in a thick, lush puree. Also known in Italy as polpa fine, our Carmelina ’e...San 
Marzano® Organic Italian Crushed Tomatoes are a great kitchen shortcut, and offer a little more body to 
tomato-based sauces. Ideal for pasta and pizza sauce, as well as salsa.

Scan for Tool Kit (Includes: Sysco Item List, Recipes and More!)







 

 

Unique. Artisanal. Sinfully Sweet. Simply Delicious.  Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® 100% Italian 
Specialty Tomatoes add sophistication to recipes and menu items, elevating dishes from 
ordinary to the extraordinary. 

Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® 100% Italian Specialty Tomatoes are grown in the rich volcanic 
soil of Southern Italy, The Italian Tomato Heartland, where they are vine-ripened, picked at 
maturity, and bursting with �avor. Like our complete product line, Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® 
100% Italian Specialty Tomatoes are all-natural, with no added preservatives like salt, citric 
acid, or calcium chloride – simply specialty tomatoes and puree! They are Non-GMO Project 
Veri�ed, Certi�ed Kosher, gluten-free, and packed in BPA-Free containers.

So what makes these tomatoes so special? Our Pomodorini and Datterini are artisanal, 
manufactured in small-batch quantities. This allows us to carefully tend and craft that perfect 
blend of natural sugars and acid, resulting in tomatoes that are sweet like candy, and 
well-balanced in �avor. 

Taste the Carmelina Difference. Healthy. Simple. Good. Buon Appetito!

Original Product of Italy



PRODUCED IN ITALY BY:

SUPC 2421602
00404

SUPC 7167925
00414

SUPC 7015053
00412

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ITALIAN CHERRY TOMATOES (POMODORINI) IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
How sweet it is! Pomodorini, as these tomatoes are known in Italy, are round tomatoes named for their resemblance 
to cherries in terms of size and sweetness. Our pomodorini are packed whole with the tomato skins on and nothing 
else. Cherry tomatoes are excellent baked, grilled, or sautéed for a quick sauce. Ideal with seafood. Try them as a 
pizza topping or as part of a pasta primavera.

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  ITALIAN PEELED CHERRY TOMATOES (POMODORINI PELATI) IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 12/28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
Gone naked! Satisfying and sweet, these cherry tomatoes have shed their skin and are packed without their peel. 
No need to blanch or strip these beauties—we’ve done the work for you. Carmelina ‘e...San Marzano® Italian 
Peeled Cherry Tomatoes are sultry red, silky smooth and sweet. Great with seafood and other sautéed sauces. 

CARMELINA ‘E…SAN MARZANO®  PETITE PEELED DATE TOMATOES (DATTERINI) IN PUREE
PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE, AND 12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE
Appropriately named “little dates,” Datterini are known for their sweetness in flavor and elongated 
shape. Our Carmelina ’e...San Marzano® Italian Datterini are steam peeled, so there’s no fuss 
removing their skin prior to use. Incorporate them into a quick veggie or pasta sauté, pizza topper, 
or our favorite use, puree them into an incredibly sweet and delectable tomato sauce.

Scan for Tool Kit (Includes: Sysco Item List, Recipes and More!)

In a small saucepan, heat 2 tablespoons 
of olive oil over medium heat. Add 
onions, leeks and sauté for 5 minutes. 
Add 1/4 teaspoon chili pepper flakes and 
half of the garlic. Continue to sauté for an 
additional minute; stirring occasionally. 
Add the Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano®  

Spiralized Veggie Noodles with Spicy Pomodorini Sauce

5 tablespoons          
1/2 each                  
1 cup                      
1/2 teaspoon
5 each
1, 28 ounce can

2 teaspoons
1/2 teaspoon
1/2 cup
2 cups
1 tablespoon
1 bunch
20 ounces

Garnish

Extra virgin olive oil, divided
Sweet onion, sliced
Leeks, washed, sliced
Chili pepper flakes, divided
Garlic cloves, sliced, divided
Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® 
Italian Peeled Cherry Tomatoes 
(Pomodorini Pelati) in Puree
Kosher salt, divided
Black pepper, divided
Basil, chiffonade
Baby portobello mushrooms, sliced
Fresh thyme
Broccoli rabe, sliced, stem removed
Mixed spiralized veggies (zucchini, 
butternut squash, carrots, etc.)
Parmesan cheese

Quantity                   Ingredients

SUPC 7015052
00405

Directions

Italian Peeled Cherry Tomatoes in Puree, 1/2 teaspoon salt, and 1/4 
teaspoon of black pepper. Stir to combine. Bring the sauce to boil and 
reduce to a simmer for 15 minutes. Stir in the basil and remove sauce from 
heat.

In a large pan, heat remaining olive oil over medium-high heat. Add 
mushrooms and sauté for a few minutes. Add remaining garlic, chili pepper 
flakes, salt, pepper, and thyme. Sauté mushrooms for another minute. Add 
broccoli rabe and spiralized vegetables. Sauté vegetables over high heat 
until just al dente, about 5 minutes. Remove from heat.

To serve, spoon Spicy Pomodorini Sauce on a plate or platter and top with 
Spiralized Veggie Noodles. Garnish with Parmesan cheese. Mangia bene!



When it comes to quality, value and tradition, nothing compares to the simple goodness of 
Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes. Savor the �avors of Italy with our Authentic Italian 
Prepared Sauce Line featuring our own Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes.

We’ve taken the guesswork out of formulating that perfect Italian red sauce. From Marinara to 
Pizza, to PIZZAMARINARA™ we’ve got you covered!  Like our Italian tomatoes and beans, our 
prepared sauces o�er ready-made, real Italian �avor, while providing chefs quality, consistency, 
convenience  and value. 

Extremely versatile, Carmelina ‘e…San Marzano® Authentic Italian Prepared Sauces o�er in�nite 
possibilities.   Delicious over pizzas, focaccia, in calzones, lasagnas, baked casseroles, pasta, as 
dips… and so much more!  

Featuring 100% Carmelina ‘e...San Marzano Italian Tomatoes
Ready to Use, Offers Quality, Consistency and Versatility
Easy to Open, Easy to Use, Easy to Store
Innovative and Sustainable Pouch Package

®



PRODUCED BY:

A classic Southern Italian Red Sauce, Carmelina 'e…..San 
Marzano® Authentic Italian Marinara Sauce blends Carmelina ‘e... 
San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes with olive oil, onions, garlic, basil, 
and oregano. Versatile and ready to use, toss with your favorite 
pasta, layer in baked casseroles (like lasagna), serve over chicken, 
�sh or vegetables, or simply serve as a dipping sauce.

PACK SIZE INCLUDE: 6/91 OZ. POUCH/CASE
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN MARINARA SAUCE
CARMELINA ‘E...SAN MARZANO

This ready-to-use, Authentic Italian Pizza Sauce, offers chefs
consistent �avor and quality, in an easy-to-open pouch. Lightly
seasoned as its known for in Italy, our Pizza Sauce features
Carmelina 'e…..San Marzano® Italian Tomatoes, olive oil, garlic
and salt. Beyond pizza, tastes great in calzones, or served as a
dipping sauce.

PACK SIZE INCLUDE: 6/91 OZ. POUCH/CASE
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN PIZZA SAUCE
CARMELINA ‘E...SAN MARZANO

FOOD SERVICE:

RETAIL:

One Sauce. In�nite Possibilities. Who said Pizza Sauce is just for 
Pizza, and Marinara Sauce just for Pasta? Say goodbye to half used 
jars of sauce. Say hello to PIZZAMARINARA™ – Perfect for pizza, 
pasta, dipping sauce, or use it to create something totally new.  
PIZZAMARINARA™ includes six convenient, ready-to-use, easy-open, 
portioned pouches designed to make cooking easy. PIZZAMARINARA
™ is made from 100% Italian tomatoes, olive oil, herbs and spices.
*Available in bulk packaging.

CARMELINA ‘E...SAN MARZANO
PIZZAMARINARA™
PACK SIZE: 
2 PKGS 6/8 OZ. POUCHES | SUPC 7213096  
4 PKGS 6/8 OZ. POUCHES | SUPC 7213100

ITEM 40014 ITEM 40014 

SUPC  3731696

SUPC  7089138

Scan for Tool Kit (Includes: Sysco Item List, Recipes and More!)



Taste the Carmelina Difference. Healthy. Simple. Good. Buon Appetito!

 

Imported From Italy

Inspired by the Italian passion for good food and family, Carmelina Brands® was 
founded on the principal of bringing high-quality, all-natural, traditional and fresh packed-
canned ingredients to North America from Italy. 

Chefs prefer Carmelina Brands® Italian Beans. Like cooked Italian pasta, our beans  
are cooked “al dente” in water so that they retain their shape and firmness without the 
addition of artificial additives, like calcium chloride or EDTA. Our beans are low in sodium 
and are a heart-healthy solution for those looking for an alternative source of protein to 
add to their diet.

Suitable for use straight from the can – perfect in salads, quick sautés or long simmered 
soups or stews. Say goodbye to soaking dried beans overnight and enjoy the fresh pack 
flavor of Carmelina Brands®.



PRODUCED IN ITALY BY:

 

 

SUPC 3884657

SUPC 3426053

SUPC 3424546

SUPC 3886942

12013 

12023  

12033  

12043

SUPC 7167928

SUPC 1975186

SUPC 1975196

12031  

12041

12061  

CARMELINA BRANDS®   ITALIAN BORLOTTI BEANS (CRANBERRY BEANS)

PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE

Cranberry beans as they are called in the United States feature a smooth, creamy texture      
with a flavor that has been describd as chestnuts. These beans are firm, hold their shape well, 
and are great for soups, stews and other Italian favorites like Pasta e Fagioli. Often compared to 
pinto beans because of their color and shape, great served up in a breakfast burrito.

CARMELINA BRANDS®    ITALIAN BIANCHI DI SPAGNA BEANS (BUTTER BEANS)

PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE 

Butter beans, or in Italian: Bianchi di Spagna, are a variety of lima bean known for their firm, 
buttery texture and robust nature. Perfect in a variety of dishes including stews, salads           
and sautés. We like to serve them warm as a side dish sautéed with garlic, lemon zest, and a 
sprinkling of sage.

CARMELINA BRANDS®    ITALIAN CECI (GARBANZOS)    

PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE and 12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE

One of our more popular products - Garbanzos, or as they are called in Italy, Ceci, are not   
really beans at all, but are part of the pea family. Many people worldwide use this legume in   
their respective cuisines. Garbanzos have a nutty flavor and firm texture. A pantry essential 
when it comes to hummus and salads, we recommend it in curries, stews, and frittatas as well.

CARMELINA BRANDS®    ITALIAN CANNELLINI BEANS (WHITE BEANS)  

PACK SIZES INCLUDE: 6/91 OUNCE CANS/CASE and 12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE

Cannellini beans in Italy are simply white beans in the United States. Cannellini beans have a 
delicate texture with a mild flavor. Our cannellini beans have the al dente texture necessary       
to stand up in soups or sautés without losing their shape. Bring out the best in a cassoulet,    
spicy minestrone, or puree for a creamy delicate white bean hummus.

CARMELINA BRANDS®   ITALIAN LENTILS     

PACK SIZE:12/14.28 OUNCE CANS/CASE 
These tiny, brown, lens-shaped jewels are a prized staple of a Mediterranean diet.  High            
in protein and a good source of vitamin A, calcium and iron – they’re perfect for living a     
healthy lifestyle. Enjoy lentils in soup, sautéed with veggies, salad, or as a side dish. Blended 
with herbs, lentils make a great vegetarian paté.

Scan for Tool Kit (Includes: Sysco Item List, Recipes and More!)



Certi�ed 

menu

in minutes.



Produced and imported from Italy
All-natural, preservative-free — Simply “Grade A” Chick Peas (aka Garbanzos)
No added salt, citric acid, calcium chloride, EDTA
Packed in an easy-to-use, BPA-Free, triple barrier, aspeptic pouch
Shelf stable — 24 months. After opening, refrigerate and use within 10 days
A good source of protein, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals
Innovative and versatile, a “Ready to Season” base 
Use for hummus, soup base, baked goods and more 

Scan for Tool Kit (Includes: Sysco Item List, Recipes and More!)

SUPC 9901764


